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ABSTRACT

Clearly the most effective tumor therapy would be obtained by the selec-

tive targeting of cytotoxic agents (chemical poisons, radioactive nuclides) to

tumor cells. Cytotoxic doses could thus be delivered to both primary and remote

metastatic sites with a sensitivity and precision unobtainable by any other

means. 1-131 radiotherapy of thyroid carcinoma is an example of such a tech-

nique; unfortunately it is a unique example.

Although many biomolecules are known to be taken up in tumors as indicated

by the plethora of successful diagnostic tests available in various niclear medi-

cine procedures, the targeting of cytotoxic agents to tumors is limited by the

fact that other essential cell pools compete with equal or even greater

effectiveness. Thus, and because the molar concentration of a therapeutic agent

must be 10 to 10 times higher than that requisite for diagnosis, tumor dose is

often limited by the tolerance of normal tissue.

Although a promising method for selectivity targeting tumor cells is the

use of monoclonal antibodies, the technical difficulties are not insignificant.

In order to extend these techniques from diagnosis to therapy, it will be neces-

sary to maintain tumor antigen specificity and activity at the elevated concen-

trations noted above, which has not yet been done.

The approach of delivering stable non-toxic isotopes to tumor, with activa-

tion by means of an external radiation beam, is advantageous for two reasons; 1)

it obviates problems associated with high uptake of isotopes in normal tissues,

as these cell pools can be excluded from the radiation field, and 2) the general

tumor area can be included in the activating beam field; thus, the possibility

exists that all microscopic tumor extensions can be irradiated. As long as



range of reaction products is short, dose will be restricted to the tumor, with

a resultant high therapeutic ratio.

Although implementation of this method can be accomplished with either pho-

ton activation therapy (PAT) or Neutron Capture Therapy (NCT), the latter will

be emphasized here. The range of the high LET, low OER particles from the

B(n,0t) Li reaction is J*10 Jim, or one cell diameter; hence this reaction is op-

timal for cell killing. A number of biomolecules have been investigated as pos-

sible vehicles for transport of boron to tumors, including phenothiazines,

thiouracils, porphyrins, nucleosides, and amino acids. Biodistributions of

these compounds show selective concentration in tumor adequate for therapy. The

synthesis of borated analogs of all of these compounds has been published in

the literature. The biological halflives are in the order of days, allowing the

possibility of fractionated or protracted irradiations. The radiobiological and

physical implication of these parameters on NCT will be discussed. The possibil-

ity of using an approximately-monoenergetic, scandium-filtered beam of about 2

keV, to reduce the dose from background radiations by about 85 percent, will be

discussed.



1. Introduction

The failure rate for cancer therapy remains quite high, despite the sophis-

ticated combinations of surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy employed in ef-

forts to prolong useful life. Problems stem in part from the inability to de-

tect and control disseminated disease. The 33% mortality associated with recur-

rence of primary tumor however emphasizes the importance of improving primary

tumor therapy (1)•

A number of factors contribute to the difficulties inherent in cancer ther-

apy. A major problem is clearly that of directing cytotoxic agents (chemicals,

radiation) to all neoplastic extensions (i.e., microscopic fingers of growth).

Even if it were possible to define the location of these extensions with the req-

uisite precision, normal tissues within the treatment volume restrict dose which

can be delivered. Also, it is well known that imprecise beam alignment (due to

human error as well as equipment failure) over the multi-treatment course of

fractionated radiotherapy can result in exclusion of some diseased areas from

the treatment volume. Another possible problem is the radioresistance of

hypoxic cells as well as temporarily non-cycling cells in the "latent pool"

(2,3).

Ideally, it would be desirable to direct cytoto^ic agents to tumor cells

via some specific physiological mechanism. The treatment of well-differentiated

thyroid carcinoma with 1-131 is a good example of this. A tumorcidal dose is

given, while restricting normal tissues to less than 2% of that given to tumor.

The distinct advantage of this modality is of course that remote metastatic

sites are targeted automatically. Unfortunately this example may be unique.

Other attempts have been made to approach the ideal therapeutic situation (non-

penetrating radiation, selective uptake in tumor, long effective Tl/2) such as



with the use of S-35 labeled sodium sulfate (Na, SO.) in the treatment of

chondrosarcoma (4). Unfortunately it was found that uptake was quite high in a

number of normal tissues including bone marrow (tumor/bone marrow dose-ratio

=4), and that while tumor regression was observed in a number of cases, success

was limited by bone marrow toxicity.

These examples serve to illustrate the fact that while many biomolecules

are known to be taken up in tumors (as indicated by the plethora of successful

diagnostic tests available in various nuclear medicine procedures) the targeting

of cytotoxic moieties to tumors is limited by the fact that other essential cell

pools (bone marrow, gut) compete with equal or even greater effectiveness. In

addition, the molar concentration of a therapeutic agent is generally 10 to 10

times higher than that needed for diagnosis; thus tumor dose is often limited by

the tolerance of normal tissues.

A promising method for selectively targeting neoplasms is the use of

monoclonal antibodies, as is abundantly clear from the attention these tech-

niques are receiving in the current literature. In order to extend these

methods from diagnosis to therapy however, it will be necessary to maintain

tumor antigen specificity and activity at the elevated concentrations noted

above; this has not yet been done.

The approach of delivering stable non-toxic isotopes to tumor, and then

activating these 3toms subsequently via an external radiation beam has major

advantages. In the first place, problems associated with high uptake of these

isotopes in competing cell pools (such a bone marrow and gut) are obviated in so

far as these tissues can be excluded from the radiation field. Secondly, the

general tumor volume can be included in the treatment field of the activating

beam; thus the possibility of including all the microscopic extensions of tumor



growth is vastly improved. As long as Che normal tissues supporting the tumor

show a low uptake of the isotope to be activated, and as long as the range of

the reaction products is short, dose will be restricted to tumor, with a conse-

quent high therapeutic ratio.

Neutron Capture Therapy is generally carried out by activating boron-10

with low energy neutrons. The range of the high LET, low OER particles from the

B(n,a) Li reaction is ̂ lOy, or one cell diameter, a situation that is optimal

for cell killing. An evaluation of the proper vehicle for the transport of

boron to tumor is the subject of the following discussions.

2. Previously-Used Compounds

Previous clinical trials of neutron capture therapy in the U.S. were

carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory, and at the Massachusetts General

Hospital and MIT, in the period between 1951 and 1961. Water soluble compounds

were used which do not localize in tumor (sodium borate, sodium pentaborate,

paracarboxyphenylboronic acid, and sodium perhydrodecaborate). The operational

assumption was that the blood-brain barrier would exclude these compounds from

normal brain during the treatment of brain tumors. Clinical efforts were

terminated in 1961, as survival was not prolonged following NCT.

The consensus was that three major problems contributed to poor results:

a. High blood concentration; measurements indicated that B concentra-

tion in blood exceeded that in tumor ( B ratio* = 0.5 to 0.8).

b. Poor neutron penetration; the exponential attenuation of the thermal

neutron beam used (half-value layer 1.5 cm) made it difficult to treat

* B ratio is defined as the ratio of boron concentration in tumor to that in
normal tissue (in this case blood).



tumor at depth, particularly with high blood-boron concentrations in

surface tissues. Viable tumor was found at depth following NCT.

c. Normal tissue radiation tolerance was exceeded for surface tissues as

evidenced by clinical results as well as dosimetric measurements

(5,6,7).

3-

Improvements have been made in the ratio of B in tumor to B in blood

( B ratio) following cessation of NCT in the U.S. Also, improvements have been

made in neutron flux-density distributions.

a. Blood concentrations have been reduced relative to tumor concentra-

tions through the use of a "2nd generation" compound, Na^B.-H.-SH,

developed at the Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston. Average

B ratios are reported to vary between 1 and 2 (8,9).

b. Improved depth-flux distributions have been achieved through the use

of an epithermal neutron beam which uses tissue as a moderator to gen-

erate thermal neutrons at depth (10).

Clinical trials of NCT have been in progress since 1968 in Japan under the

direction of Dr. H. Hatanaka. To date approximately 35 patients have been

treated with B.-H^.SH and a thermal neutron beam. There are some apparent 8-9

year "cures," and on the average, an extension of average survival by a factor

of approximately 3 (ref. 11).

4. New Compounds

Me believe the full potential of NCT will be expressed with 3rd generation

compounds exhibiting selective binding to tumor, biological half-lives in the

order of days, and a consequent 3 ratio (concentration in tumor/normal tissue)

of ^10. Vigorous efforts are currently under way, mainly in collaboration with



others but also in our own laboratory, to develop such moieties. A number of

biomolecules have been shown to produce selective and high accumulations in

tumor. These are described below; the synthesis of borated analogs of all of

these compounds have been described in the literature. Efforts are in progress

to obtain and test these borated analogs.

4.1 Chlorpromazine (CPZ)

CPZ, as well as other N substituted phenothiazines, is known to bind

to the pigment melanin in melanoma. Studies with CPZ in animal models of

melanoma have shown that the biological half-life is ̂ 10 days, that tumor/tissue

concentration ratios vary from J'lS to 100 and that concentrations are adequate

for therapy, assuming the borated analog behaves the same way (12). Studies in

Japan with the borated analog have demonstrated tumor regression with tumor

models in hamsters, and physiological binding and enhanced response to neutrons

in single cell cultures (13). Synthesis of the borated analog is described by

Nakagawa (ISO .

4.2 Thiouracil (TU)

TU is thought to be a false precursor in the biosynthetic pathway of

melanin. Studies have demonstrated a biological half-life in the order of days,

and a concentration in tumor 100 times greater than that in other tissues. Con-

centrations adequate for therapy have been easily obtained (15). Since there is

no significant binding to pre-formed melanin (such as exists in choroid), treat-

ment of primary ocular melanoma (.as well as other sites) may be possible. A

borated analog of uracil has been described by Schinazi (16).

4.3 Porphyrins (TPPS)

The selective accumulation of porphyrins in tumor is the basis for

photoradiation therapy with red light, currently being practiced clinically. The



utilization of meso-cetracarboranylporphyrin in conjunction with NCT would alle-

viate those problems encountered with photoradiation therapy that result from

the rapid attenuation of red light in surface tissues. The substitution of

carboranes in place of the 4 phenyl rings in tetraphenylporphinesulfonate (TPPS)

as described by Haushalter (17) produces a relatively large molecule which is

58% by weight boron. This fact in conjunction with the substantial amounts of

TPPS found in a variety of tumors (18) would provide abundant amounts of boron

for NCT. Further, since all tumors appear to take up TPPS, its applicability

would in principle be universal, while that of CPZ or TU is restricted to

melanoma.

It has been suggested that substitution of borazine rings instead of

carboranes for the phenyl groups would result in an analog more closely

resembling TPPS (R. F. Porter, Chemistry Dept., Cornell Univ.; personal

communication).

4.4 Amino Acids

Amino acids are of inherent interest since proteins comprise ^15% of

tissue, and turnover is rapid. Thus, if borated analogs will form peptide

bonds, a vast pool of sites exists which should allow a concentration of boron

adequate for therapy. Unless tumors demonstrate significantly increased protein

synthesis relative to surrounding normal tissues, amino acid analogs would be

useful primarily for NCT of brain tumors. Of the various amino acids, glycine

shows the slowest transport across the blood-brain barrier (BBB) (19).

14

Initial studies with C labeled glycine in our murine melanoma re-

veal a tumor/brain ratio of J'lO, and a tumor/blood ratio of >̂ 5. If the borated

analog behaves similarly, the latter compound would be a significant improvement

relative to the Na B.JH.JSH currently in clinical use (tumor/brain ratio =5;



tumor/blood ratio between 1 and 2 ) . Following a synthesis similar to that

described by Spielvogel (20), a borated analog of glycine (H.NBH.COOH) has been

produced by the Callery Chemical Co., Callery, PA; exploratory experiments are

under way using material obtained from them.

4.5 Nucleosides

Work is under way with Dr. Raymond Schinazi, of Emory University, to

evaluate the possible efficacy of a borated analog of iodinated 2'-deoxyuridine

(idUrd) (16). Both IdUrd and dihydroxyboryldeoxyuridine (BCOHKdUrd) are ana-

logs of thymidine (Tyd). The incorporation of such an analog directly into DNA

should have substantial promise, since enhanced biological efficacy may be

125
obtained, perhaps analogous to that observed with I labeled deoxyuridine.

While only 1% of body tissues are nucleic acids, turnover is rapid, and

grams of DNA are synthesized in man per day. Our data indicates that if

B(OH)_dUrd is as good an analog of Tyd as is IdUrd, replacements of Tyd in DNA

sufficient for NCT will be easily accomplished. A rather extensive analysis has

indicated that it should be possible to treat brain tumors with analogs of Tyd,

as tissues of CNS do not synthesize DNA (21).

4.6 Antibodies

Initial studies by Mallinger (22) and Hawthorne (23) demonstrated

that both boron substituted amino acid analogs and polyhedral boranes could be

bound to antibodies. Both groups, however, achieved only low boron levels (0.3

and 0.2%). Later studies by Sneath et al. (24) encountered difficulties with

solubility. This problem was subsequently overcome through the use of a water

solubilizing gluconasri.de group incorporated covalently onto a protein-binding

functional group (Sneath, 25). Best results (1100 boron atoms per IgG molecule)

were obtained with the phenyl isothiocynate functional group, which couples to



Che protein's free amino groups via thiorea coupling. Thus, approximately 100

boron cages were bound to amino groups on Che IgG molecule. Retention of anti-

body activity and specificity was not evaluated. Since the IgG molecule

(j*150,000 da Icons) has only J*100 free amino groups, the virtually complete conju-

gation of these sites might adversely affect antigen binding activity and/or

specificity.

4.7 Steroids

A number of reports have described the synthesis of borated steroids

for possible use for NCT (26,27). To date however, it is not clear whether re-

ceptor site concentrations will be high enough to allow boron accumulations ade-

quate for NCT.

5. Dose Distributions

Various neutron beams are available to provide low energy (thermal) neu-

trons for NCT. Dose distributions from an incident thermal neutron beam are

shown in Fig. 1 (10). A similar beam is now being used in Japan for current

clinical trials with Na-B.-Hi]SH. Improved penetration in tissue can be

obtained through use of an incident "epithermal" neutron beam; the tissue itself

is used as a moderator to generate thermal neutrons at depth, thus sparing

overexposure cf surface tissues (Fig. 2; ref. 10).

The two beams shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are characterized by extremely high

intensity, such that a therapeutic dose can be given in a few minutes. Such

beams were requisite when water soluble boron compounds were used, and presum-

ably favorable boron concentrations were transitory.

The important characteristic common Co Che compounds described in seccion

4 is that they show physiological binding to tumors, so that the effective

half-lives for retention in tissues is in the order of days. This then relaxes



the requirement for intense neutron beams, as dose can then be delivered in a se-

ries of "fractionated" exposures.

The possibility of utilizing lower intensity neutron sources may permit

the use of neutron beams with significantly improved physical characteristics,

as may be obtained with a scandium filtered neutron beam (28). Such beams have

been proposed for therapy previously (30, 31). A preliminary depth flux curve

obtained in a tissue equivalent phantom with a scandium filtered beam* is shown

in Fig. 3; the peak thermal neutron flux density is •J'l x 10 n/cm -sec. Compari-

son is made to thermal neutron depth-flux curves generated by incident thermal

=jnd epithermal neutron beams (29), in Fig. 4 (normalized at the surface). The

2 keV beam shows somewhat poorer penetration than the epithermal neutron beam,

perhaps due in part to the small diameter of the 2 keV beam (2.5 cm). It is

anticipated that as the BNL High Flux Beam Reactor (HFBR) power increases to 60

Mw, and as the scandium filtered beam diameter is increased to S cm, the thermal

neutron flux density should increase by 10-20x; further, penetration should even-

tually improve to exceed that from the epithermal beam, as the average incident

energy is significantly higher.

Most important however, is the assumption that in principle, it should be

possible to obtain filtered beams with negligible tissue dose from fast

neutrons. This follows since neutrons with energies less than *^10-20 keV do not

have sufficient energy to produce ionization via hydrogen recoils in tissue

(29). Thus a 2 keV beam should be capable of producing an absorbed dose distri-

*Filter =• 189 g/cm2 Sc, 8.5 g/cm2 Ti, and 26.9 g/cm2 Co., average 2 keV neutron
flux =2 x 10°n/cm2-sec.; 91% of transmitted neutrons are in 2 keV group; beam
diameter =2.5 cm; reactor power 40 Mw; y-contamination < 340 mr/hr (ref. 28).



bution similar to that shown in Fig. 2, but without the hydrogen recoil dose*

(H).

Absorbed dose rates for various components of a 2 keV beam are shown in

Fig. 5. Here the thermal neutron flux density in Fig. 3 has been used to calcu-

late the absorbed dose from the N(n,p) C and B(n,a) Li reactions (10). Sim-

ilarly, the y-dose was estimated assuming the same contribution per thermal neu-

tron (from the H(n,Y)D reaction) shown in Fig. 2 (29). Comparison of Figs. 1,

2, and 5 shows a significant reduction in high LET-high RBE components of dose

from adventitious radiations with the 2 keV beam particularly at surface

tissues. Assuming the thermal flux is increased by 20x, and an RBE of 3.7 for

the B(n,cO Li reaction, effective tumor doses approaching 100 "rem'Vhour could

be obtained, thus useful intensities would not appear to be out of the question,

particularly for fractionated treatments.

6. Advantage Factors

The ratio of tumor dose to the maximum dose delivered to normal tissues

represents the "advantage factor " (10). Clearly if the advantage factor is <i,

it is unlikely that tumor control can be achieved. As the advantage factor ex-

ceeds 1, the chance of tumor regrowth will diminish.

In an effort to evaluate relative advantages obtainable from the thermal,

epithermal, and 2 keV beams, advantage factors have been calculated from dose

distributions in Fig. 1, 2 and 5 assuming a boron concentration in tumor of 35

1-ig/g. This value is generally considered to be the minimum usable for NCT,

and serves as a useful reference point. Advantage factors were obtained by tak-

ing the ratio of tumor dose at depth "x" to the maximum normal tissue dose,

*Some fast neutron contamination does exist; it is however relatively less, and
of lower averse energy than that producing the fast neutron dose (H) in Fig.
2 (ref. 28, 29).
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wherever that occurred. In Fig. 6, the 3 ratio (ratio of B concentration in

tumor to that in normal tissue) is assumed to be 3, a value representative of

distributions found with r^B^Hj^SH. In Fig. 7 and 8 the B ratio is assumed

to be 10 and 50, vhich should obtain for the "3rd generation" compounds

described in sect. 4.1-4.7 above. For each B ratio, the advantage factor

obtained for a thermal neutron beam, an epithermal beam and a scandium filtered

beam is shown as a function of depth in tissue.

The relative advantage afforded by beams with greater penetration such as

the epithermal ov 2 keV beams is most easily se^n at the lower B ratios (Fig.

6). This is a result of the high neutron densities delivered to surface tissues

with an incident thermal beam; normal tissue dose is consequently high even when

small amounts of boron are present.

Other parameters operate on the advantage factors; incraasing the absolute

boron ccr.centration, as well as invoking the high RBE of 3.7 for the

B(n,o) Li reaction, serve to dramatically raise the therapeutic gain. Another

important radiobiological advantage- may be gained by delivering protracted or

fractionated irradiations, in which the low LET component (such as Y~dose) i-s

allowed to repair. A beam such as the scandium filtered beam, with minimal nor-

mal tissue dose from high LET radiations, would be particularly well suited to

exploit this possibility.

7• Summary

The significant advantage to be gained from combining the improved penetra-

tion of a scandium filtered beam with the reduced dose to normal tissues makes

the development of 3rd generation compounds for NCT of considerable importance.

11
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FIGURE CASTIOHS

Figure 1. Mixed radiation field components from a thermal neutron beam incident

upon an anthropomorphic phantom head. Reactor power 5 MW (ref. 10).

Figure 2. Same as Fig. 2 but for an incident epithermal beam. Curve marked B

includes dose from 35 Us B per gram tumor.

Figure 3. Thermal neutron depth-flux curve in a tissue equivalent phantom

irradiated with a 1 inch diameter scandium filtered beam.

Figure 4. Thermal neutron depth-flux curves for a thermal » epithermal and a

scandium filtered beam (normalized at tissue surface).

Figure 5. Mixed radiation field components in tissue from a scandium filtered

beam.

Fig-are 6. Advantage factors (ratio of tumor dose to maximum normal tissue dose)

for a thermal, epithermal, and a scandium filtered beam. A B con-

centration of 35 Ug per gram tumor is assumed, with a tumor/normal

tissue concentration ratio ( B ratio) of 3/1.

Figure 7. Saiue as Fig. 6, but with a 1 B ratio of 10/1.

Figure 8. Same as Fig. 6, but with a B ratio of 50/1.
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